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FIND OF THE WEEK

This pot is rare in archaeological sites as
it is 95% still intact with only a small hole
and a bit of neck of the pot missing. This
rare as normally we would only find
fragments of the pot. This 
vessal would  
be used in a domestic 
setting to hold wine and 
water. 

The area of the settlement covered on the site has
been excavated multiple times over three seasons,

thus creating a sound understanding of the
settlement. While the five open trenches have found a

varied multitude of finds varying from fragments of
bone and pottery to substantial structures, including a
granary and an impressive drainage system. The well
preserved walls and courtyard in trench 2 provide a
good example of house layout allowing us to gauge

the status of the settlement and make comparisons to
modern buildings. 

LIFE ON THE SITE

For the majority of first year students this dig has
been their first experience on a professional 

 excavation. The different trenches have provided
students with a different experience to build up the
necessary archaeological skill set. As students, we

have become more competent in various
archaeological methods. Thus developing our

confidence allowing us to act with initiative to move
forward. Over the weeks, we have demonstrated
personal growth having needed to persevere with
tasks regardless of weather or lack of finds. While

also forcing students to mix with new people to
create new friendships and work together in teams. 

Edited by Sophie and Belle

As the dig draws to a close, we look back on the last 4
weeks in Malton. Not only have we learned about the

practical side of archaeology, but also the interpretation
of archaeology through heritage. We have come across
a variety of finds which has challenged our excavation

skills as well as developing our interpretation of the
trenches. Due to the success of the public site tours, we

have become much more confident in our public
outreach ability. We hope to extend this to our post

excavation, processing and workshops. 

LIFE ON EXCAVATION Most Unexpected Find 

This is a Roman scale. We believed this
worked by putting the item you wished to

measure on one of the hooks, then put the
weight on one further end of the scale. When
they are the same weight the scale and the

weight alined to have a staright rod and
when they are not the scale tips onto its side.
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Keep updated with regular student blogs from various
trenches. 

 
https://curatingvictoria.wordpress.com/

https://crazycatarchaeologist.home.blog/

Next Issue

 

 

Our next newsletter will out in a few weeks

with the post excavation analysis results of

our finds from the excavation.

Hello everyone, my name is Chloe and I’m in trench 4!
Inside this trench there is a huge rubble platform that we

thought to have post-dated the buildings and structures that
are in the other trenches. Over the last few weeks, my
group have been working on removing all of the backfill

(soil that was used to cover up the excavations last year)
and cleaning up all of the stones using brushes. Yesterday

we began officially excavating the trench which is very
exciting so hopefully we will find some special artefacts in
the coming weeks! I’m writing a daily blog if you would like

a more in depth look at what is going on with trench 4
www.http://archloology.wordpress.com/

 
Chloe, First Year Archaeology and Heritage Student

We chose Malton as the site as there is a Roman fort here and we are interested
in how this related to the non military community in the area and how the

interpretations and structures have changed over time. From this season of the
dig, we expected we would have opened the full length of the field and there

would be continuous structures throughout the trenches, although now we know
this wasn't the case as there have been gaps in the archaeology. We chose the

trenches in the site through doing the geo-physics as well as test pits in different  
trenches, allowing us to gage what was there. This meant that in previous years
we had a good idea of where the archaeological remains where and what level

of survival that would be at, allowing us to know where to dig now
 

Steve, Site Manager
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